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QUESTION 1

An Attacker creates a zuckerjournals.com website by copying and mirroring HACKERJOURNALS.COM site to spread
the news that Hollywood actor Jason Jenkins died in a car accident. The attacker then submits his fake site for indexing
in major search engines. When users search for "Jason Jenkins", attacker\\'s fake site shows up and dupes victims by
the fake news. 

This is another great example that some people do not know what URL\\'s are. Real website: Fake website:
http://www.zuckerjournals.com 
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The website is clearly not WWW.HACKERJOURNALS.COM. It is obvious for many, but unfortunately some people still
do not know what an URL is. It\\'s the address that you enter into the address bar at the top your browser and this is
clearly not legit site, its www.zuckerjournals.com 

How would you verify if a website is authentic or not? 

A. Visit the site using secure HTTPS protocol and check the SSL certificate for authenticity 

B. Navigate to the site by visiting various blogs and forums for authentic links 

C. Enable Cache on your browser and lookout for error message warning on the screen 

D. Visit the site by clicking on a link from Google search engine 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A Network Administrator was recently promoted to Chief Security Officer at a local university. One of employee\\'s new
responsibilities is to manage the implementation of an RFID card access system to a new server room on campus. The
server room will house student enrollment information that is securely backed up to an off-site location. 
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During a meeting with an outside consultant, the Chief Security Officer explains that he is concerned that the existing
security controls have not been designed properly. Currently, the Network Administrator is responsible for approving
and issuing RFID card access to the server room, as well as reviewing the electronic access logs on a weekly basis. 

Which of the following is an issue with the situation? 

A. Segregation of duties 

B. Undue influence 

C. Lack of experience 

D. Inadequate disaster recovery plan 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is a protocol that is prone to a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack and maps a 32-bit address to a
48-bit address? 

A. ICPM 

B. ARP 

C. RARP 

D. ICMP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is one of the key features found in a worm but not seen in a virus? 

A. The payload is very small,usually below 800 bytes. 

B. It is self replicating without need for user intervention. 

C. It does not have the ability to propagate on its own. 

D. All of them cannot be detected by virus scanners. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A denial of Service (DoS) attack works on the following principle: 

A. MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating system utilize a weaknesses that can be compromised and permit them to launch
an attack easily. 
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B. All CLIENT systems have TCP/IP stack implementation weakness that can be compromised and permit them to
lunch an attack easily. 

C. Overloaded buffer systems can easily address error conditions and respond appropriately. 

D. Host systems cannot respond to real traffic,if they have an overwhelming number of incomplete connections
(SYN/RCVD State). 

E. A server stops accepting connections from certain networks one those network become flooded. 

Correct Answer: D 
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